
How were these costs estimated? 

o Engineers did the conceptual design and estimated the material and labor, then used 
unit cost for each element (concrete, steel, etc). There is a detailed capital cost report. 

What was the method for deriving these values? 

o Recent similar project unit costs. 

Did you first calculate the base year values then add inflation to estimate the YOE dollars? 

o Yes. 

What inflation rate did you use? 

o Please look at Table 2-1 in the Financial Feasibility Report. 

Is it a fixed or variable inflation rate? 

o As shown in Table 2-1, variable. 

Is it an averaged rate of inflation to 2019? 

o No. 

Do you have a chart showing the yearly inflation rates? 

o Please look at Table 2-1 in the Financial Feasibility Report. 

Is the inflation rate the same for all goods, services, wages, materials, supplies, etc? 

o As shown in Table 2-1, different rates were used for construction versus soft costs. 

Have you separated between those goods/services produced in Hawairi versus those that are 
imported from mainland? 

o Not for applying the cost escalation rates. 

Explain the contingency values. 

o They are based on the rates recommended by FTA. 

Why are some close to 10% and others much larger? 

o Rates differ because of different risk. Off the shelf vehicles have less risk than 
construction. 

Where are the cut/cover and retained cut locations? 

o By the Leeward Community College. 
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What is the total number of stations? 

o 19. 

How many stations at grade? 

o Two were assumed at grade at the time of the AA. 

How many stations elevated? 

o All others. 

What is the square footage for each station design? 

o The cost estimate assumed approximately 9720 sf at the platform level and 
approximately 2275 sf of ancillary space at ground level. 

What is the platform length? 

o The cost estimate assumed 270 feet. 

Can you provide square footage for the buildings? 

o The maintenance and storage facility cost, including buildings and yard, is a lump sum 
amount obtained by comparison with a similar sized Mainland facility. The details on 
building square footages are not readily accessible. 

How come no yard? Is that embedded in heavy maintenance facility? 

o Yes, the yard cost is included as part of the maintenance facility cost. 

There are no parking facilities? 

o The costs are included in SCC 40.07. The cost estimate assumed 4,450 at-grade 
spaces and a 1,600 space parking structure. 

Is this using the Seltrac control system? 

o The cost estimate assumes an Automatic Train Control system such as Seltrac. 

What type of fare collection system? 

o Honor system with no barrier. Vending machines dispense tickets. 

How many acres will be purchased? 

o The estimate assumes about 15 acres would be purchased, not including donated land 
or publically-owned properties. 
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How many acres will be leased? 

o The cost estimate assumes none. 

How many homes will be relocated? 

o AA reports 7. 

How many businesses relocated? 

o AA assumed 72. 

What is the size of the light rail vehicle? 

o The cost estimate assumes a 25-27 meter articulated vehicle. 

How many passengers per vehicle? 

o 150 per vehicle, 300 for a two-car train. 

What is a similar system? 

o Vancouver, Copenhagen, Kuala Lumpur (Kelana Jaya Line), Dubai (under construction). 

How much has the EIS cost so far? 

o About $20M. 

Have there been cost overruns on the EIS? 

o No. 

What did you base the legal/permit costs on? 

o Industry standard percentage (1.5%) at this stage of project development. 

Why are there identical values for insurance and legal? 

o It's an aggregated %. 

I've read the AA and the earlier documents. Any new information to me would be helpful. I 
really don't understand the 2019 time. Explain why 2019 was selected. 

o Homer uses it probably because that is the estimated year of opening the entire project 
for operation. 

Why is there no debt service? 

o The financing plan, including debt service, is shown in Table 5-9 in the AA and in Tables 
4-2 and 4-6 in the Financial Feasibility Report. 
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How much has been accumulated from the excise tax? 

o About $215 million through 2nd quarter in 2008. 
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